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Coulomb interactions in the presence of spin-orbit coupling can stabilize ferromagnetic order.
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The quantum liquid formed by charge carriers in a
conductor is a very excitable system [1]. Besides carrying electric current and screening electromagnetic fields,
it can mediate magnetic interactions between stationary
microscopic magnetic moments embedded in its host material (such as those from impurities). This so-called
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) mechanism [2]
arises from a combination of quantum effects. First,
the familiar exchange interaction causes a coupling of
strength J between any localized magnetic moment Iα
and the charge carriers’ spin density S(Rα ) at its position Rα . Second, the inherently wavelike properties of
itinerant carriers in a conductor then result in a spatially
extended magnetization pattern that generates a pairwise exchange interaction between the localized magnetic
moments, described formally by an effective spin Hamiltonian
HRKKY = −

J2 X
Iα · χ(Rα , Rβ ) · Iβ .
2

(1)

α,β

Here, the spin susceptibility χ(R, R0 ), a property of the
itinerant charge carriers, is a tensor that determines the
interaction between the local moments. By definition,
the spin susceptibility of a system encodes how charge
carriers will adjust their spin-density profile in response
to a spin-related perturbation. In a hypothetical scenario
where the spin susceptibility is isotropic and sharply
drops to zero for positions R and R0 separated by more
that the typical distance between localized magnetic moments, the spin Hamiltonian (1) would be of the familiar
Heisenberg-model form [2]. But because of its complex
many-particle origin, the spin susceptibility of real materials is never just that simple. Already, in quite ordinary conductors where charge carriers are described by
a parabolic band dispersion, its components turn out to
be slowly decaying oscillatory functions of the distance
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FIG. 1: Pictorial representation of the RKKY mechanism.
Interaction between local moments, I, is mediated by free
charge carriers with local spin-density S. (APS/Alexandra
Iosub)

|R − R0 | with wavelength equal to half the Fermi wavelength of the conduction-electron system [2] (see Fig. 1
for an illustration of the RKKY mechanism). Introduce
quantum confinement to a nanostructure, broken spinrotational invariance, or interactions among the charge
carriers, and understanding the spin response becomes a
difficult task!
Now, Robert Żak from the University of Basel, Switzerland, and colleagues, in an article in Physical Review
B [3] have found a way to take these factors into account. They present a comprehensive analysis for the
spin susceptibility of a two-dimensional electron system
with broken structural inversion symmetry in the presence of electron-electron interactions. It is known that
broken inversion symmetry associated with confinement
in a quantum well creates the so-called Rashba spinorbit coupling [4]. The new insight obtained by Żak et
al. [3] makes it possible to assess the stability of ferromagnetic order of nuclear or impurity spins in such a
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low-dimensional system [5]. The possibility to freeze nuclear magnetic moments in a ferromagnetic state would
increase the prospect of realizing spin-based quantum
bits having sufficiently long phase-coherence times. On a
more fundamental level, the work identifies new features
resulting from the interplay of interactions and spin-orbit
coupling that make the real-space structure of the spin
susceptibility even more interesting than was already the
case for noninteracting electrons [6–8] and holes [9].
Now let us look in more detail at the model studied
in Ref. [3]. Żak et al. consider two-dimensional electrons in the presence of electron-electron interaction and
Rashba spin-orbit coupling. The uniform (zero wave vector) spin susceptibility for this model was studied by the
same authors in Ref. [10]. In the new article, they consider the momentum-space Fourier transform of the spin
susceptibility, which one needs to know for determining
the stability of magnetic order in the system of localized impurities. As per the Mermin-Wagner theorem,
continuous symmetries cannot be broken at finite temperature by short-range interactions in dimensions less
than or equal to two. Recently, the applicability of this
theorem has been extended to systems of localized spins
with a magnetic interaction of the RKKY type, ruling out
the formation of a magnetically ordered state in two and
one dimensions [5]. However, magnetic order was found
to be still possible if the charge carriers that mediate
the magnetic interaction are subject to spin-orbit coupling. Therefore the inclusion of the Rashba spin-orbit
coupling term in the model is crucial in the quest for
facilitating a magnetic phase transition. Spin-orbit coupling breaks spin-rotational invariance, usually resulting
in anisotropies of the uniform spin susceptibility, as is
the case for two-dimensional hole gases [9]. This does
not happen for noninteracting two-dimensional electrons
subject to the Rashba spin-orbit coupling at zero temperature, where the uniform spin susceptibility tensor is
still found to be isotropic [10].
However, the spin-orbit coupling term alone does not
lead to a magnetically ordered state due to the presence
of spin-wave excitations (the so-called magnons) in the localized spin system. Whether the ordered state is destabilized by spin-wave excitations depends on the relation
between the energy needed for a given excitation and its
wavelength. This relation is called the magnon dispersion
and it is determined by the form of the spin susceptibility tensor or, more specifically, by its momentum-space
Fourier transform. This brings us to the other ingredient of the model, the Coulomb interaction between the
charge carriers, which affects the spin-susceptibility tensor and could stabilize the magnetic order. In Ref. [10] it
was found that the electron-electron interaction in conjunction with the Rashba spin-orbit coupling breaks the
isotropy of the uniform spin susceptibility, favoring the
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alignment of the localized spins in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the charge carriers (Ising ferromagnet). In the current article [3], it is shown that in the
presence of both electron-electron interaction and spinorbit coupling, the spin susceptibility in real space exhibits new oscillations with a wavelength equal to the
Rashba spin precession length of the two-dimensional
electron gas.
More significantly, the importance of the work lies in
the detailed analysis of the effect of the interplay of spinorbit coupling and electron-electron interaction on the
stability of the magnetic ordered state. The presence of
a two-particle interaction complicates the problem substantially, and a common approach in this situation is
to perform a perturbative expansion in the interaction
strength by means of a diagrammatic technique. The
corrections to the spin-susceptibility tensor in second order in the interaction strength are not sufficient to ensure
the stability of the ordered state. Żak et al. investigate
higher order processes in the Coulomb interaction in a
scheme where a particular subset of all possible diagrams
is included. The good news is that they identify a process
that, for certain parameter values, leads to the stability
of the ferromagnetic order.
The authors envision that their work can have important consequences for the realization of qubits based on
spins in quantum dots, as freezing the nuclear spins in a
ferromagnetic state would drastically reduce decoherence
in this type of systems. However, their study has broader
implications for low-dimensional magnets, whose features
could be tailored by changing the physical environment
(especially spin-orbit coupling and confinement) of the
charge carriers that mediate the interaction.
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